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From Cath's Desk 
Hello Cheapskaters, 

 

While we're in the last frantic weeks to Christmas, remember: it is just one day of the year.  

Eat, drink, be merry on Christmas Day, and then breathe a sigh of relief knowing you've managed 

Christmas 2016 with a plan and without going into debt. 

 

Take the time to enjoy your family and friends, make great memories and perhaps even create some 

new traditions. 

 

When the postie rides by your house in January pat yourself on the back and be grateful you were 

smart enough to own your Christmas. 

3+ 

From our home to yours, we wish you and your family the happiest and most blessed Christmas, and 

all good things. It doesn't matter whether you celebrate Christmas or not, or even how you 

celebrate, we hope that you have a lovely day come the 25th December and I can't wait to share 

another year of Cheapskating fun and frugality with you in 2017. 

 
 

Feature Article: 15 Ways to Strengthen Your Finances in 2017 
Are you ready to make some positive changes to your finances? The least painless way to make a 

remarkable change is to make many small, simple changes.  Dramatic results are possible with easy 

changes. Is this the year that you finally make significant advances in your personal finances? 

  

Small changes can bring big results: 

  

1. Compare insurance rates. Compare your insurance rates to the other options available. That 

includes your car, home, health, income protection, pet and so on. Check them all. You’re bound to 

save some money each month for the entire year. 

 

2. Review your cable and internet service. Cable bills can quickly get out of hand. Take a look at the 

channels and services you use and need. Determine if a lower-level package is more appropriate, or, 

better still, cancel it. If you really do like TV consider Netflix or Stan.  At between $10 - $15 a month 

they're a much more budget friendly option to cable TV. Review the offerings of other cable 

providers, too. 

 

For your internet service, do some research. Are there other providers who offer a similar package 

to what you have for less? If so, give your provider a call. Ask them if they can match it, or give you a 

better bundle to what you have. 

 

3. Review your credit report. Up to 30% of credit reports contain errors. Check for errors each year. 

If you find any mistakes, have them corrected to reflect accurate information. 
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4. Review your mobile phone usage and bill. Are you paying too much for data that you never use? 

Downsize your plan. Have you had your phone for over two years? You can move to a prepaid plan 

that costs much less. 

 

5. Build an emergency account. This should really be your number one goal for 2017. If you’re 

spending all of your money each month, you don’t have a cushion to deal with the unexpected. 

Three months’ worth of expenses is a good amount to aim for; six months' worth of expenses is the 

standard advice. I suggest building your emergency fund to a full twelve months' worth of expenses, 

especially if you are carrying a mortgage or credit card debt. Get started today. 

 

6. Spend less on food. Food is a significant monthly expense. Shopping with cost in mind can yield 

significant savings.  Follow the $300 a Month Food Challenge. Aim for $75 a month per person for 

groceries including toiletries, cleaning products and yes, pet needs.  

 

7. Create financial goals. Make a few financial goals that are reasonable to achieve in the next 12 

months. Goals can address net worth, income, savings, investments or anything else you deem 

important. 

 

8. Read a personal finance book. Choose any topic, but learn something new that can be applied to 

your finances in 2017. My three books, Debt Free, Cashed up and Laughing, Eat Well, Save More and 

Saving Money is Easy are all available through your local library, as are many others.  

 

9. Transfer your credit card balances to a card with no interest. Avoid paying high interest rates on 

your credit card debt. Be sure to read the fine print and understand all of the details and do not, 

under any circumstances, incur any more credit card debt. Put every spare cent you have towards 

paying down that very expensive credit card debt. 

 

10. Save automatically. Set up your bank account to ensure that you save money each pay 

automatically. Have at least ten percent of your gross wage paid into a separate account just for 

savings. You can split the ten per cent so some is for building your emergency fund and some is for 

other savings if you want to. You don't miss money you never see so this is a painless way to build 

savings if you're of the "see it, spend it" mentality. 

 

11. Save more. Increase the amount you’re currently saving by a small amount. Next month, 

increase it by a little more. You won’t notice the change in your take-home pay, but you’ll certainly 

notice the increase in your savings. 

 

12. Keep tabs on your net worth. Once a month, calculate your net worth and track the changes. It’s 

easy to make a nice chart or graph with Excel. 

 

13. Start an account to save for your child’s education.  Education is expensive. Aside from school 

fees there are uniforms, books, excursions, camps, music lessons and so much more. If you start 

saving regularly just for education when the time comes to pay for any or all of these things you 

won't be scrabbling to find the money.  

 

14. Anticipate your future expenses and plan ahead. Does your car have over 200,000 kilometres on 

the clock? Is your central heating over 10 years old? It’s only a matter of time before a major 

expense is headed your way. Begin planning today. 
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Each of these recommendations will only take a few minutes of your time to put in place. Yet 

imagine the changes you’ll experience in your finances if you take the time to do them all! Focus on 

making small changes that make a difference.  

 

Enhancing your financial position doesn’t have to be painful. Make the most of the year ahead. 

 

A Thoughtful Moment 

 

A skeptical journalist begins to find miraculous rare pennies from her deceased father. 

 

Why a Simple Penny was My Christmas Miracle 

 

My dad loved pennies, especially those with the elegant stalk of wheat curving around each side of 

the ONE CENT on the back. Those were the pennies he grew up with in Iowa during the Depression, 

and Lord knows he didn’t have many. 

 

When I was a kid, Dad and I would go for long walks together. He was an athletic six-foot-four, and I 

had to trot to keep up with him. Sometimes we’d spy coins along the way—a penny here, a dime 

there. Whenever I picked up a penny, he’d ask, “Is it a wheat?” It always thrilled him when we found 

one of those special coins produced from 1909 to 1958, the year of my birth. On one of these walks, 

he told me he often dreamed of finding coins. I was amazed. “I always have that dream too!” I told 

him. It was our secret connection. 

 

Dad died in 2002. By then, I was living in New York City, which can be exciting, or cold and heartless. 

One gray winter day, not long after his death, I was walking down Fifth Avenue, feeling bereft, and I 

glanced up and found myself in front of the First Presbyterian Church, one of the oldest churches in 

Manhattan. When I was a child, Dad had been a Presbyterian deacon, but I hadn’t attended in a long 

time. I decided to go. 

 

Sunday morning, I was greeted warmly and ushered to a seat in the soaring old sanctuary. I opened 

the program and saw that the first hymn was “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God,” Dad’s favourite, one 

we’d sung at his funeral. When the organ and choir began, I burst into tears. 

 

After the service, I walked out the front doors, shook the pastor’s hand, stepped onto the sidewalk—

and there was a penny. I stooped to pick it up and turned it over, and sure enough, it was a wheat. A 

1944, a year my father was serving on a ship in the South Pacific. 

 

That started it. Suddenly wheat pennies began turning up on the sidewalks of New York everywhere. 

I got most of the important years: his birth year, my mom’s birth year, the year his mother died, the 

year he graduated from college, the war years, the year he met my mom, the year they got married, 

the year my sister was born. But alas, no 1958 wheat penny—my year, the last year they were made. 

 

Meanwhile I attended church pretty regularly, and along toward Christmas a year later, I decided I 

ought to join. The next Sunday, after the service, I was walking up Fifth Avenue and spotted a penny 

in the middle of an intersection. Oh, no way, I thought. It was a busy street; cabs were speeding by—

should I risk it? I just had to get it. 

 

A wheat! But the penny was worn, and I couldn’t read the date. When I got home, I took out my 

magnifying glass and tilted the copper surface to the light. There was my birthday. 
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As a journalist, I’m in a profession where skepticism is a necessary and honest virtue. But I found 21 

wheat pennies on the streets of Manhattan in the year after my father died, and I don’t think that’s 

a coincidence. 

 

Originally published in Reader’s Digest in 2007 

MOO Almond Rocca, a Quick Gift Idea 
Almond Rocca is one of my very favourite sweets but the cost makes it a rare treat.  When I came 

across this recipe I was thrilled, now I can have almond rocca whenever get the craving (and I have 

the ingredients in the pantry). 

 

Ingredients: 

1 cup almonds, finely chopped 

3/4 cup brown sugar, firmly packed 

1/2 cup butter  

1/2 cup choc chips  

 

Method: 

Butter a 20cm square cake tin. Spread chopped nuts in pan. In a small saucepan bring sugar and 

butter to the boil, stirring constantly. Boil over medium heat, stirring constantly for 7 minutes. 

Watch closely and keep stirring so it doesn't stick or burn. Immediately spread mixture evenly over 

nuts in the cake tin. Sprinkle chocolate pieces over the hot mixture; place a baking sheet over pan so 

contained heat will melt chocolate. Spread the melted chocolate over the toffee. While hot, cut into 

3cm squares. Chill until firm. 

 

Pantry Staple Vanilla Substitutes 
Making vanilla essence is easy. There is a step-by-step on how to MOO vanilla here. But if you're out 

of vanilla extract and don't want to wait six weeks for your MOO version to mature, or you don't 

want to use it because of the cost or the alcohol content, turn to one of these vanilla extract 

substitutes, most of them are already in your pantry. 

 

Maple syrup - Replace the vanilla with an equal amount of maple syrup. Any changes in flavour will 

be subtle. Aldi sell pure maple syrup so don't feel the need to but the fake stuff. 

 

Almond extract - Swap out the vanilla with half as much almond extract. 

 

Vanilla flavoured milk - Have vanilla-flavoured almond or soy milk in the fridge? Use it to replace the 

vanilla measure for measure. 

 

Rum or brandy - If you aren't trying to avoid the alcohol, try an equal amount of rum or brandy. 

 

Vanilla bean - Scrape out the seeds from half of a vanilla bean, and use them as a stand in for one 

tablespoon of vanilla extract. I buy vanilla beans online for a fraction of the price of two from the 

supermarket. 

 

Vanilla paste - Replace the vanilla extract with an equal amount of vanilla paste. This is a rather 

costly substitute but if you really need that vanilla flavour it works. 
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Which Substitute Should You Use? 

If you have more than one of these substitutes on hand, choose the one that seems to be the best 

flavour match for the recipe that you're making. 

 

If you don't have any of these things on hand, simply leave the vanilla out and continue on with your 

recipe. As long as vanilla isn't a star ingredient, there shouldn't be much difference in taste. 

 

Learn how to make your own vanilla extract, so you never run out again. 

 

How to MOO Foaming Hand Wash 
Liquid hand wash revolutionised hand washing and bathrooms around the world. Then along came 

foaming hand wash, which revolutionised liquid hand wash! 

 

Foaming hand wash is amazingly frugal, but it can be very expensive for what you get - a tiny, teeny 

amount of liquid detergent and a bottle of water.  Never fear though - it is so easy to make your 

own, and for just a few cents a bottle. 

 

Best of all you're not limited to the artificial scents available from the supermarket or chemist; you 

can easily create your very own signature foaming hand wash and in under five minutes. 

 

You will need: 

A foaming hand wash bottle - reuse one you already have to be a genuine Cheapskate or buy one to 

go with your bathroom or kitchen (or wherever you use foaming hand wash) 

Liquid soap (hand wash or shampoo) 

Warm water 

A tablespoon measure 

 

Step 1. If re-using a pump, rinse it out. You want to remove any caked-up soap residue as that might 

clog the pump. Wash it under warm running water, or soak it in a bowl of water overnight and rinse 

(pour the water into the washing machine or use it to clean the bathroom basins, don't pour it down 

the drain and waste that soapy water). 

 

Step 2. Fill the empty dispenser with clean water three-quarters of the way with clean, warm water. 

This means if your bottle holds 200ml, then you'll add 150ml of warm water - adjust the quantity 

according the size of the pump bottle.  Warm water works best for getting the water and detergent 

mixed. 

 

Step 3. Pour one tablespoon of liquid hand or shampoo soap gently into the container. Swirl to mix. 

By adding the soap after the water, you won't end up with a lot of bubbles at the top. 

 

Step 4. Fill the rest of the dispenser with water, leaving a little space at the top of the container for 

the pump. 

Screw on the lid/pump and gently shake. Pump the dispenser a few times to get the foaming started. 

 

One tablespoon is 15ml. A 250ml bottle of liquid hand wash will give you 16 refills for your foaming 

hand wash. At $2.99 a bottle that equates to just 18 cents a refill! 
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Variations  

• If you are sensitive to scents, find unscented soap that you like and now you won't have to hunt for 

unscented foaming hand soap. Liquid Castille soap is good for this, but it will increase the cost per 

refill. You can get liquid Castille soap from most health food shops and some good pharmacies. 

     

• If you don't like the idea of synthetic fragrances, you can add natural scents such as essential oils 

to that unscented soap. Orange is nice for the kitchen, lavender is lovely in the bathroom and 

eucalyptus smells great in the laundry. Choose your favourite scent and make it your own. 

 

• You can make grease-cutting foaming soap for the kitchen by using dishwashing liquid. A 450ml 

bottle of dishwashing detergent at $1.89 a bottle will give you 30 refills at just 6 cents a refill! 

 

Why Choose Foaming Hand Wash 

The biggest advantage to MOO foaming hand wash is the price. The second biggest advantage is the 

mess, or rather lack of mess, in the bathroom or kitchen or laundry or anywhere else you use soap 

for hand washing. There are no bars of soap to go soggy and no pumps of liquid hand wash to drip 

and make a mess that you are left to clean up. 

 

Don't stop at hand washing. You can put a foaming dispenser in the shower with body wash in it and 

stretch that expensive body wash by up to 33 times! And yes, a couple of pumps on a scrubby or 

face washer or loofah is enough to wash thoroughly! 

 

Use Online Worksheets and Forms to Save You Money and Time 
I'm old fashioned, some may even say a luddite, when it comes to technology. I prefer to say I'm 

technologically challenged. But technology has its place, especially if you are a Cheapskate. 

 

One of the best uses of technology for Cheapskaters is online worksheets and forms. Online 

worksheets and forms can help you stay organized and save money, time and energy. You may want 

to consider using online forms instead of the traditional paper ones. They’re convenient, effective 

and don’t require filing and storage space in your home.  

 

Consider these tips for using online worksheets and forms: 

 

1. Budget worksheets and forms. Instead of relying on a traditional budget notebook, use one of the 

many free online programs.  You can print out the budget worksheets and keep them in a binder or 

save everything online. In either case, you’ll be saving money by not purchasing traditional 

notebooks. You can also customize each page of your budget worksheet.    

 

2. Grocery lists and forms. You can build a free grocery list on the websites of many stores. Being 

able to access it via your phone while shopping is very handy, especially when you can update prices 

on the fly. Your shopping list will always be up to date. 

 

Check the website of your favourite supermarket and use the free grocery list option to build your 

own file.  

 

3. Cleaning schedules. Do you have trouble keeping your family on a cleaning schedule? Use free 

online printables that help your entire family stay organized.  

 

4.To do lists. I keep my to do lists online so I can access them whenever I need them.  
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 Online worksheets and forms can make your life easier and help you save money every month. It’s 

easy to find multiple forms to fit your needs and household.  

 

Dear Cath 
Q. I have a question about magazines. I've culled my magazine subscriptions since I've been a 

Cheapskate, but I still have a lot that I've kept for one reason or another. Most of them I haven't 

touched since I decided to keep them! I really need to cull them but hate the thought of dumping 

them or of losing a recipe or pattern or tip that I may need in the future. What can I do? Should I bite 

the bullet, toughen up and recycle or throw them out, or is there a way I can keep what I need and 

still be able to pass on the bulk of the mags? Caroline 

 

A. First of all, if you aren't using anything in the magazines immediately then it's time to cancel the 

subscriptions. If you really enjoy reading them and do use articles in them then there are a couple of 

ways you can keep just what you need and pass the magazines on. 

     

A quick and simple way to keep recipes, tips, patterns and so on is to simply scan them and save 

them to your computer or a USB. Create a Magazines folder, then have sub-folders in that folder for 

whatever you are keeping. I prefer sub-folders sorted by magazine name, but you may prefer to 

have recipes, craft, gardening, health, patterns and so on. Choose a filing system that works for you. 

Once you've scanned each magazine you can then decide how you're going to handle it. 

 

1. Recycle them by putting them in the recycle bin. 

2. Take them to a local nursing home to put in their day room for residents to read. 

3. Alternately, preschools and day cares will often take them to use for projects. Doctors and 

dentists may accept them for their waiting rooms.  

4. You can shred them and use the shreds as extra padding for items in boxes you need to send in 

the mail. 

5. Drop them off at your favourite op shop. 

6. Pass them onto family or friends. 

 

On the Menu - Magic with Christmas Leftovers 
No matter how hard you plan there are always leftovers from Christmas dinner. Leftovers are OK, 

but they can become tedious. Here are some quick and easy recipes to turn those leftovers into 

something special, that you'll look forward to all year. 

 

Creamy Salsa Turkey Enchiladas 

Ingredients: 

3 cups leftover turkey, shredded 

200ml sour cream 

1-2 cups grated cheese 

2 tbsp chopped spring onion 

1 tsp salt 

1/3 cup vegetable oil 

12 corn tortillas 

1 jar salsa (your favourite) 

 

Method: 
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Preheat oven to 180 degrees Celsius and lightly oil a lasagne or small baking dish. In a large bowl, 

mix together the turkey, sour cream, cheese, onion and salt. Heat oil in a large frying pan over low 

heat. Put a tortilla in and fry until hot and browned slightly (watch it - this happens quickly, in just a 

few seconds), turn and fry the other side, then put on plate, cover with foil, and fry second tortilla.  

Continue until all tortillas are fried, making sure to keep foil on them all to keep them warm and 

moist. Lay a tortilla on a cutting board and spoon turkey mixture in the middle, the length of the 

tortilla, then roll up, and lay in baking dish seam side down. Continue until all 12 tortillas are filled 

and rolled and in baking dish. Pour salsa evenly over the top then put in oven and bake, uncovered, 

for 20 to 25 minutes or until hot and bubbly.  

 

Optional: remove from oven and add more Cheddar cheese on top, then bake 5 more minutes or 

until the cheese is melted. 

Serves 6 to 8. 

 

Shepherd's Pie Christmas Style 

Ingredients: 

4 cups cooked turkey, shredded 

3 cups cooked vegetables, anything you have leftover  (potato, pumpkin, sweet potato, beans, peas, 

corn, carrot, broccoli, cauliflower etc.) 

1 cup gravy 

4 cups leftover mashed potatoes  

1 egg 

1 tbsp cream cheese; room temperature 

salt and pepper to taste 

2 tbsp butter, broken up  

dash paprika 

 

Method: 

Preheat oven to 200 degrees Celsius and grease a large casserole dish. Heat turkey, vegetables and 

gravy in a saucepan until warmed through, then turn into prepared dish. Mix room temperature 

mashed potatoes with egg and cream cheese until smooth and well blended, add salt and pepper to 

taste, then mix again.  Spoon the potatoes over the ingredients in casserole, spreading to cover 

ingredients completely. Stick pieces of butter all over the potatoes and sprinkle with paprika. Bake 

for 25 to 30 minutes until potatoes are browning and filling is bubbling hot. 

 

Turkey Crudité Stir Fry 

This is a great recipe to use up leftover turkey (or chicken) and dipping vegetables. 

 

Ingredients: 

2 tbsp oil 

4 cups leftover raw crudité vegetables, any assortment 

2 cloves garlic, crushed 

2 tbsp minced ginger 

2 cups leftover cooked turkey (or chicken) 

3/4 cup chicken stock 

3 tbsp soy sauce 

1 tsp sesame oil 

 

Optional: sliced spring onions and toasted sesame seeds for topping 

 

Method: 
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In a large wok or frying pan add the oil and heat over medium-high heat until sizzling. Toss in the 

leftover fresh vegetables including onions, green and red capsicum, mushrooms, cauliflower, 

broccoli, celery, carrot sticks, snow peas and anything else you want. Add garlic and ginger, quickly 

stirring to combine. Cook stirring constantly just until garlic is fragrant and vegetables are crisp-

tender, about 3 to 4 minutes. Add turkey, stock and soy sauce and cook quickly, stirring once, until 

mixture is heated through, about 3 or 4 minutes. Remove from heat and drizzle in sesame oil, mixing 

in. Serve over rice or Singapore noodles. Top with spring onions and sesame seeds if desired. 

Serves about 4 to 6 people. 

 

Ham Salad Sandwiches 

Ingredients: 

1-1/2 cup leftover ham, chopped 

1/2 cup mayonnaise 

2 tbsp pickle relish 

1 tbsp Dijon mustard 

1 tsp grated onion 

salt and pepper to taste 

Bread rolls or thick bread 

 

Method: 

In a food processor, put the ham and pulse until finely minced. Put in a bowl and add the remaining 

ingredients; taste and season as desired. Spread mixture on bread, bun or crackers for a quick lunch 

or dinner 

 

Quote of Note 

 

Cheapskates Tip Store 
 

Running Fridge and Freezer Inventories Become Shopping List 

I have developed the habit of doing this when we caravan/camp. We use our 40 litre portable fridge 

as our freezer, as I only have a very small freezer in our caravan fridge. As space is a priority, I find it 

a great advantage to not over purchase when topping up stores for our trip and to also not double 

up and make it hard on myself to find space in the freezer. I don't need that stress whilst on 

holidays.  I just cross the item off the list once used, then when I shop take freezer list with me.  

Contributed by Ann Crerar 
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Chicken Stock for Almost No Cost 

Whenever you have roast chicken or a chicken casserole using chicken pieces with bones freeze the 

carcass/bones, and the skin if desired, for later use. Keep all the scraps from vegetables such as 

pumpkin skins, ends of carrots or parsnips, celery leaves, outer onion skins etc. (scraps from any 

vegetable except the brassica family). When you have a reasonable portion, spread them all onto a 

biscuit or slice tray, spray with oil spray and put in the oven to roast when using the oven when 

cooking a cake or making a casserole etc. Roast for about 30 minutes then remove from oven and 

allow to cool. Freeze until you are ready to make stock. Take chicken bones/carcass and roast 

vegetable skins out of freezer. Add 1 teaspoon of apple cider vinegar, salt to taste and add any extra 

onion or garlic if desired and cover everything with water. Bring to boil then turn to low and simmer 

for 1-2 hours. Strain saucepan contents and pour liquid into a large casserole dish to cool before 

putting in fridge to chill. Discard the bones and vegetable offcuts. When stock is cool remove from 

fridge and skim off solidified fat and remove. Put into smaller plastic containers to freeze and bring 

out required quantity to use as needed.  

Contributed by Kerrie Kean 

 

Editor's note: This is an easy way to make the best tasting stock. You can use beef or lamb bones to 

make a good meat stock too. With Christmas fast approaching you can save your chicken and turkey 

bones and use them to make stock. Freeze it and use it as the base for winter soups. Cath 

 

Gift Bags for Next to Nothing 

I went to Officeworks to look for some gift bags to do some early wrapping of Christmas presents.  

Fortunately they were out of stock of the size I needed so I began to leave. On my way past the 

registers I noticed the Officeworks recycled bags at the registers in two sizes which were perfect for 

the gift I was wrapping. I asked the girl how much they were and if you could buy them or if they 

were just for purchases and she said that they were available to anyone for 5c for the small and 10c 

for the large. 

 

Very Cheap indeed. 

 

The only catch was that they have a small Officeworks logo printed on both sides of the bag. Not a 

problem - this is an easy fix with a Happy Birthday or Merry Christmas cut out of an old birthday 

card. 

 

The gift went in the bag with a piece of tissue paper I had recycled from a previous purchase and a 

lovely recycled ribbon. 

 

I am wrapping all my Christmas gifts in the Officeworks bags this year. 

 

I used to buy the $1.50 gift bags thinking I was getting a bargain but a 5 cent or 10 cent bag is a 

better deal by far. 

 

Another good thing is that they are made of recycled brown paper which is great for the 

environment and saves on the paper dyes that wash into the environment. 

Contributed by Rose Babic 

 

Freezing Single Meat Patties 

I bought a packet of 10 meat patties and individually packed them in freezer bags. Instead of all 

sticking together in freezer. when I needed only two for hubby and I, it was so easy to take two bags 

from the freezer and thaw. I did the same thing with some very special bread we like.  It is so easy to 
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keep a whole loaf of sliced bread in the freezer, just breaking off one or two slices when needed. I 

think probably everyone in the Cheapskates Club does something like this with their own cooking so 

this tip may not be new to them, just to me and other newbies.  

Contributed by Janette Christian 

 

Editor's note: Whether you're freezing patties or pancakes, freezing in single or meal sized portions 

is so easy. I don't use freezer bags though - there is a much cheaper option and it's probably in your 

pantry right now. Cereal box liners! Yes, they are good for keeping cereal fresh but they make the 

ideal freezer paper too. Once the cereal has finished wash and dry the bag. I like to open it flat by 

carefully tearing the bottom open, then I cut it into 10cm squares. When I'm making burgers, I can 

pop them onto the MOO freezer paper and stack them in the freezer. When I need burgers (or 

sausages or pancakes or meatballs or biscuits or whatever) it really is as easy as gently pulling them 

apart. Cath 

 

Pin Curl Special 

Needing to save money on hair care, I remembered what we used to do in the 1950's. I bought some 

bobby pins. After shampooing my hair, I put a small amount of styling product on and brushed my 

hair up and secured it with combs. With the hair that sprouted out the top, I carefully sectioned it 

with a comb and my fingers and wrapped it round a finger, then securing it with two crossed bobby 

pins. I leave these pin curls on overnight. If I go out while my hair is in pins, I tie a scarf over them so 

I don't look too weird! This method of pin curling can be used for long or short hair. The next 

morning I remove the bobby pins and carefully loosen the new curls with my fingers not brushing 

them right out. These curls last me a week and my friends and others keep saying how great my hair 

looks! I estimate the savings at between $35 and $47 weekly which is what the hairdresser would 

cost. At night I wear a hair net to keep hair in place. Enjoy!  

Contributed by Sunny Seagull 

 

Easily Sharpen Your Knives 

Don't throw out blunt knives and you don't even need to buy a knife sharpener anymore. You can 

sharpen blunt knives by rubbing horizontally over the back of a ceramic mug or a saucer for a 1 

minute. Voila your once blunt, useless knife is as sharp as it was when new.  

Contributed by Rehana 

 

Kid Happy Clothes without Breaking the Budget 

It can be hard when your child wants to have the latest Disney/Pixar/Spiderman fad emblazoned 

across their clothes, costing a small fortune but making them feel part of the crowd. For a tiny 

fraction of what Barbie or Thomas clothes will cost, you can buy an iron-on transfer from Spotlight, 

eBay or the like and iron on to any of their existing 

shirts/jeans/backpacks/hats/socks/underwear/singlets etc. and no-one will know the difference. 

Transfers at Spotlight are as little as a dollar and eBay the same cost plus a dollar for postage. Makes 

a great gift on an inexpensive t-shirt as well. Everyone's happy!" 

Contributed by Cindy Ives 

 

Saving Your Fruit Trees from Fruit Fly 

You can make a simple Fruit Fly trap from a plastic jar or bottle. I use peanut butter jars and make 

small holes in the lid. Make up a mixture of ﾽ teaspoon Vegemite and 1 tablespoon cloudy ammonia 

mixed with about 2cm water in the bottom of the jar. Hang these traps in your trees. Empty and 

wash them out each week and then refill. I believe you can also use beer in the traps. 

Contributed by Graham 
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Keeping Track of Loyalty Cards 

I got tired of carrying dozens of different loyalty cards in my wallet; they are bulky and make it hard 

to keep it closed. I don't have a smart phone to scan them with, so I needed an easy alternative. 

Now, if a card doesn't already have one, I hole punch it and put onto a key-ring, ready for when I 

know I'm going to the shopping centre. These are the only ones I can justify keeping and that key-

ring cluster of them lives in my car, ready to grab and go!  I rarely miss getting a stamp for whatever 

bonus the store is offering and my wallet is lasting longer too - no more strain on the studs! 

Contributed by Krys 

 

Don't get Ripped Off Buying Cushion Inserts 

I can't believe the money some companies are asking for small, flat cushion inserts. I was given some 

beautiful large cushion covers and I went on a mission to buy some inserts for them to complete a 

new look for my loungeroom. After discovering the inserts were going to cost me $15+ each, I ended 

up in Kmart where I found a two pack of pillows for $5. I took them home, squished them into the 

size I wanted, stitched them up and cut off the extra cover. I now have my new cushions and they 

look fantastic, they are twice the plumpness of the 'infills'.... I ended up with all of them filled for 

well under the cost of what the other places wanted for their cushion inserts and I saved over $100. 

Contributed by Cathy 

 

Reaping the Bounty with Food Swaps 

Attending food swaps allows for sharing of excess home grown produce - fruit, veggies, plants, 

composting needs, worm wee and herbs. A social event - local community members come together 

to share their knowledge, food and time. The website below has a list of Eastern 'Burbs swaps - they 

happen all over Melbourne and can be set up easily with support from an established swap.  

Contributed by Cathy Lyons 

 

Website: http://localfoodconnect.org.au/food-swaps/where-they-are/ 

 

Editor's note: I love food swaps. The Crafty Mums get together once a month and one of our 

favourite parts of the day is the swap table. We share garden cuttings, seedlings and seeds as well as 

produce from our gardens. We also share the jams and pickles we make too.  Cath 

 

Enjoy Constant Discounts on Gift Cards 

I always buy iTunes cards at a discounted price thanks to a handy website I found that keeps track of 

when iTunes cards are on sale at all the different retailers. I have found the site invaluable when 

buying presents for teenagers. I simply check for the best deals currently available and always get 

between 10% and 25% off the full retail price. I have been following this for about eight months, and 

during that time there have only been a few weeks where there wasn't a sale on somewhere. The 

site is called 'Giftcards on Sale' and is also available on Facebook and Twitter.  

Contributed by Rebecca 

 

Website:  http://www.giftcardsonsale.com.au/ 

 


